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Greg Stanley
C H I EF C O M M ERC I A L O FFI C ER ,
O N C I M M U N E U S A L LC, I N D I A N A P O L I S

Greg Stanley LUVs Southwest Airlines so much that
he’s developed “Greg’s Four Reasons to Fly Southwest,”
which he happily shares with others. First, Southwest
doesn’t charge change fees and allows two (appropriately
sized) bags to fly free. Second, the points he accumulates
through the Rapid Rewards Frequent Flyer program
allow him to provide travel benefits to his family members. Third, he views the “helpful, fun, and friendly”
Employees in Indianapolis and Kansas City, Missouri, as
an extension of his family. Fourth, but certainly not least,
Southwest allows Greg to remain connected to his work.
The chief commercial officer at Oncimmune USA
LLC, Greg is part of a company with the potential not
only to change lives, but also to impact people’s long-term
health. His company developed the EarlyCDT-Lung test,
which has the potential to detect lung cancer in the earliest stages of the disease. Research shows that early detection improves prognosis for survival, and Oncimmune is
the industry leader in early cancer detection.
Each week, Greg flies on Southwest from his home in
Indianapolis to his office in Kansas City. He visits leading clinicians, staff, and advocacy groups, and educates
consumers and insurance companies on the benefits of
bringing the EarlyCDT-Lung test to at-risk individuals.
The Rapid Rewards program allows Greg to juggle
the many aspects of his life with ease, and his frequent
travel has earned him A-List status and Companion
Pass qualification for the past three years. Greg uses
the points he gains through his business travel to take
his loved ones on annual getaways to Florida, ski trips
to Utah and Colorado, and occasional visits to California.
“After being away from home so many days of the year,
it is nice being able to give something back to my family,”
says Greg. “We can take a breather from our busy lives
and just enjoy each other’s company for a few days.”
As a full-time businessman, husband, and father
extraordinaire, it’s important for Greg to be prepared for
all that life has to throw at him. He works at a very rapid
pace, but we’re sure that wherever Greg is flying, he’s
sharing his “Four Reasons.” Thanks so much for spreading the Southwest LUV, Greg! —Caitlin Griffin

Healthy Step
It is Greg’s goal
to help stamp
out lung cancer.
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